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Part 3: Divine Feminine Male-Female Balance 
 

 

The Great Sphinx of Giza Speaks 

I was in Egypt for the arrival of 2012 at the New Year, and before I left the United States my 

guides had given me instructions that I was to spend time with the Sphinx. I was guided specifically 

to be at the right paw of the sphinx at 11:00 am on January 11, 12 & 13 of 2012, and at the same 

time each day. I was to sit, listening and write the messages I would receive. On the third day after 

receiving the information from the Sphinx, I was to go to the ancient Isis temples at Giza and 

record the messages I would receive from there.   

Ending with the wise words from Isis provided the balance of the male and female energies. 

The Sphinx carries both the male and female vibrations, and in this instance the male was 

prominent for these messages. I also received many ancient symbols which are noted in my 

transcribed pages but are not drawn here.   

  



 

Day One at the Sphinx  

“We are here to show you secrets never before revealed. We buried much information 

in the beginning and now it is time to share with all of humanity.  

“THOTH, RA, ISIS, MAAT, HATHOR, SEKHMET, OSIRIS, HORUS and many more 

have come to your side.  Relax and we will begin. 

“Ancient times were so different and not as backward as most believe. We are from a 

very advanced civilization and our skills and abilities from that time were enormous 

especially compared to your skills and knowledge of today. 

Never in ancient times were we unable to communicate with just our thoughts. 

Everything was formed with thought. Then as thousands of years passed, man's abilities 

became darker and we had to remove much of what we used then. We ourselves had to 

withdraw until the proper time when man was again ready to become their oneness of 

which we all are. 

The ancient times of which your history speaks of is the period after we withdrew, and 

man was again totally without any special abilities or skills. Then they had to learn for 

themselves what they had lost and figure a way to recover it and a connection to us.”  

(Four or five symbols came through that I drew on my paper) 



“Seven to nine dimensions - all more advanced then Earth, the school of experiments 

and tests. 

I Am RA and you are my child. Never doubt the messages you are receiving. You are 

receiving them from us accurately. 

We built this (the Sphinx and Giza plateau) to help remind you that we are you and that 

we were here at the time that you remembered this. There is NOTHING that we can do that 

you cannot do also. Just as the avatar Jesus said in his cryptic messages to the then 

unaware populace. 'These things and MORE you can do'!”  

(Another symbol came through at this point). 

“One more thing, thank you for coming and believing in us and in your ability to 

communicate with us. Your twin flame easily understands because he has been through 

this already long ago. He has just been waiting for you to awaken again to your strengths, 

separately, alone and together.” 1 

  

 
1 Interesting note: I did have the shakes and tremors throughout my body as I prepared to leave and my personal 
escort had to support me for a while as we walked away until my strength returned and I stopped trembling.) 



 

Day Two at the Sphinx 

The second day I noticed that I had been sitting on a large stone foundation that contained 

some sort of writings or characters all in line order that I did not recognize and could not decipher. 

But it felt to me that it was some sort of words. I finished admiring the wonderful and comfortable 

stone platform, got comfortable, and started to receive this message.   

 

“This is ancient writing you are sitting on. Our people hid more messages there. It is 

like a time calendar.  

All is changing as of NOW. Use your talents to share this information and messages 

with as many will listen.  They all need to know that much of the better is coming for them 

soon. Remind all to not be afraid of any message they may be receiving from now forward 

even if they have not received any messages at all that they are aware of yet. We will be 

intensifying everyone’s ability to connect with us.  Most will ignore these messages unless 

you prepare them for this to happen.”  

(A symbol was drawn.) 



“We are preparing many for this work and you are one of our important messengers. 

All are ready to assist you as need be so please understand that many guides and guardians 

are near you at our requests. Keep yourself calm and listen carefully. 

The ancients have already returned, and they will start to make themselves known to 

you and those you align with for this work very soon. 

“I Am RA and again I say to you that you are my daughter and we all welcome you to 

your sacred homeland of long ago. 

Under the far side on this Sphinx here at Giza much will be discovered again. It was 

discovered before and then re-hidden as if nothing had been found. It cannot be hidden 

much longer. We will not allow this to happen. 

Isis is here now and wants you to understand the importance of this truth for all on the 

earth planet at this time. We have always been close even though we had to withdraw. We 

have sent many important messengers to return to this planet to constantly and gradually 

begin this awakening. Much more has been said in these last several years about 

unexplained and unseen beings of energy. This is the final stages of the (gentle) awakening 

reminders.  Now we come in full force, full power and glory to reveal much to the people 

of earth. You, or course, were sent from us along with your Twin Flame and many from 

your group of present friends. More will come to all of you hungry for information. 



We will advise you on the best ways to start to uncover their eyes and awaken their 

minds. Depend upon us for this advice so the ego from the human body you currently 

occupy does not think it needs to do this. We are your guides for this work to be shared 

and experienced accurately and correctly.”  (two more symbols). 

“Commander Ashtar is most certainly one of your direct contacts along with us. He is, 

of course, with you because you are not from this planet and he is responsible for your 

safety while you are in the world of heavy dark vibrations. 

The emerald tablets are no longer under this Sphinx, but the energetic imprint is here 

and is what you are receiving impressions from. The emerald tablets are safely in an 

invisible plane and again at a time we can determine is best, we will reveal them to the 

visible plane. There are many invisible (over pyramids) directly covering each of the 

existing pyramids and the same is for the sphinx. The invisible pyramids and sphinx are so 

much larger than the ones that you can currently see. They all are so large that they connect 

into one large complex with many of us light beings walking there. You will see this soon 

in dreamtime and then later in physical sight.  

Be prepared. Let others know as we say again, to not be afraid, as we have returned to 

you. 

Thank you for coming and let’s stop here for today but we will be with you the rest of 

today, tonight and forever more. We love you dearly.” 



From “The Divine Feminine Emergence-Mortal to Immortal, Return of Your Crystalline 

Light Bodies, Yours and Mother Earth’s” Book 

CHANNELED BY MY INVISIBLE HELPERS NOW 

 

 

 

 

You can get you copy from Amazon Kindle Here  

Read about the 3rd day at the Great Sphinx 

 

Find out more at the links below: 

Lady Goddess Isis Egyptian Exclusive VIP Live Event and Spiritual Retreat Journey 

and Goddess Isis Priestess Training  

 

If you have any questions, please contact me at madalyn@belovedessences.com   

RAJENAIRA (DR. MADALYN KENNEDY) 

 ISIS HIGH PRIESTESS, ASCENDED MASTER & MULTI-DIMENSIONAL CHANNEL, INTUITIVE 

MASTER TRANSFORMATIONAL AND SOUL AWAKENING COACH/ MENTOR 

I LOVE HELPING AND EMPOWERING OTHERS 

 

https://belovedessences.lpages.co/freechapters/
https://www.amazon.com/Divine-Feminine-Emergence-Mortal-Immortal-ebook/dp/B0725WBS4N/ref=sr_1_1?keywords=madalyn+kennedy&qid=1561841465&s=gateway&sr=8-1
https://www.ancientheartstravel.com/payment-choices-nov-2020.html
https://isisandraacademy.weebly.com/
mailto:madalyn@belovedessences.com
https://www.belovedessences.com/about-rajenaira.html
https://belovedessences.lpages.co/freechapters/


Rajenaira-Rev Dr. Madalyn Kennedy, CEO and Founder of Beloved 

Essences.com  and Ancient Hearts Travel.  She works with those on 

a metaphysical spiritual path to recognize and understand their sacred and magical 

inner guidance system.  She is a conscious channel messenger, intuitive, psychic, 

clairvoyant, spiritual adviser, empath, old soul shaman, writer and vibrational artist. 

She represents Amun-RA and ISIS Energy. 

She is a Divine Feminine Expert, an Egyptian High Priestess of Isis, a multi-

dimensional, multi-versal channel for Amun-RA, Isis, other Egyptian Deities, 

many Ascended Masters, Archangels and Beings of Light.   She is a Mary Magdalene initiate of the Order 

of the White Rose, a certified Angelic Reiki Master Teacher, a Usui, Karuna & Seichem Reiki Master 

Teacher, Law of Attraction Master Soul Awakening Master Coach, Energy Reader, works for Ultimate 

Divine Source Energy, the Angels and Fairies, is also a SHES and ULC certified minister.  

 

She is a published author of her channeled book, “The Divine Feminine Emergence-Mortal to 

Immortal; Awakening of the Crystalline Light Bodies, Yours and Mother Earths”, an established fine artist 

who channels vibrational and energetic paintings.  She is a conscious, semi-trance and trance-channel 

messenger and regularly hosts sacred healing/meditation journeys to the Egypt and sacred sites down the 

Nile River where she connects with her twin flame, the God-Father, Master Teacher Holy Man at the Giza 

Pyramids, for powerful sacred union activations and healing energies for the people and the planet.  She 

has traveled to Egypt since 1988 
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